
WINES & DRINKS



Prices include all  legal surcharges and VAT

SPARKLING WINES

WHITE WINES

GLERA (EXTRA DRY)
PROSECCO ‘BUTTERFLY’ ASTORIA - VENETO,  ITALY 
Crystalline straw yellow color with fine and persistent perlage, it has an iridescent 
smell of white pulp fruit, such as pear and peach, flowers and candied fruit. 
Strong mineral note, fresh and refreshing, with a long and pleasantly persistent finish.

€26.90

PINOT NOIR , GLERA  (EXTRA DRY)
PROSECCO ‘BUTTERFLY’ ROSE ASTORIA - VENETO,  ITALY 
This fine sparkling wine has a pale pink colour, with a rich, minute and persistent perlage. 
Elegant, fruity, floral and rich scent with characteristic, pleasantly dense and balanced taste.

€27.90

GLERA (BRUT)
PROSECCO CANELLA - VENETO,  ITALY  (20CL) 
Straw yellow with lively perlage, the bouquet is fresh, fruity and aromatic. On the palate, 
it combines softness and freshness thanks to perfectly balanced acidity and sugar. 

€6.90

BAGA, RUFETE, TINTA BARROCA, TOURIGA FRANCA (DRY)
MATEUS ROSE, ANTÓNIO BRAGA - PORTUGAL  (18.7CL) 
Intense bouquet and all the joviality of young wines. In the mouth, it is a well 
balanced and tempting wine, complemented by a soft and slightly fizzy finish.

€4.50

XYNISTERI (DRY) 
TSIAKKAS - PITSILIA, LIMASSOL
Zesty citrus aromas, peach, nectarine with white flower tones.
Crisp acidity and pleasant aftertaste. Pairs with salads, poultry and fish.

€18.90

MALAGOUZIA (DRY) 
MALAGOUZIA GEROVASSILIOU - THESSALONIKI, GREECE
Soft lemon-green color, an elegant nose with aromas of lemon, unripe pineapple,
unripe apricot and lemon blossoms. Discreet hints of dough and mint complete the set. 
In the mouth, it has a moderate body and refreshing acidity.

€39.90

XINISTERI (DRY)
PETRITIS - KYPEROUNTA, LIMASSOL 
Pale yellow color with a complex nose expressive of chamomile, sage and peach. 
Layered, medium full bodied and creamy on the palate, with a long lingering finish.

€18.90

XINISTERI (DRY)
VASILIKON - KATHIKAS, PAPHOS
Green-yellow crystal clear colour, fruity aroma, fresh and balanced taste 
and dominant long aftertaste.

€17.90

XINISTERI (DRY) 
APHRODITE, KEO - MALLIA, LIMASSOL
Crisp, dry white wine with a delicate aroma of fresh cut hay and stone fruit.

€14.90

MOSCHOFILERO (DRY) 
MOSCHOFILERO, BOUTARI - MANTINIA, GREECE
Bright white-yellow colour with tints of green-yellow, a strong varietal aroma of 
flowers and citrus fruit on the nose and palate, with a long aftertaste.

€22.90

XINISTERI (MED-DRY) 
THISBE, KEO - MALLIA, LIMASSOL
Fruity white wine. On the palate it is fresh of apples and grapefruit with a hint 
of lively citrus.

€15.50

XINISTERI (MED-SWEET) 
SAINT PANTELEIMON, KEO - MALLIA, LIMASSOL
Floral bouquet and a burst of stone fruits and citrus when it hits the palate.

€14.90

SAUVIGNON BLANC, SEMILLON (DRY) 
ZAMBARTAS - AGIOS AMVROSIOS, LIMASSOL
This wine was partly barrel fermented and has an intense and complex aromatic bouquet
of blossoms, fruit and sweet spice. 

€26.50

PINOT GRIGIO (DRY) 
ALISIA, ASTORIA - VENETO, ITALY
Light straw yellow with golden shades. Intense, fruity Bouquet: reminding of hay 
and walnut husk, fine and elegant. Velvety harmonious, characteristic and refined.

€27.90

SAVATIANO, RODITIS (DRY) 
RETSINA MALAMATINA - GREECE  (50CL) 
The retsina is the aromatic wine with low alcohol of the Greek tradition. Its special
aroma recalls the pine, whose resin is present as an essental ingredient in the drink.

€9.90

SAUVIGNON BLANC (DRY) 
TSIAKKAS - PITSILIA, LIMASSOL
Tropical aromas of gooseberry and passion fruit. aromas of lime and fresh cut grass.
Complex mouth with a crispy acidity and a pleasant aftertaste.

€28.50

CARAFE (50CL) €7.90

XINISTERI (DRY)
AYIOKLIMA, CONSTANTINOU - PERA PEDI, LIMASSOL  (18.75CL) 
Combination of some citrus, tropical and ripe aromas, the medium acidities and the high
intensity in mouthfeel.

€4.50

BLEND OF CYPRIOT AND INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES (MED-SWEET)
WHITE, SAINT ANTONIOS - OMODOS, LIMASSOL  (18.75CL) 
It presents a gently perfumed nose with an elegant style.

€4.50

MOSCHOFILERO (DRY)
MOSCHOFILERO, HELLENIC CELLARS - MANTINIA GREECE (18.75CL) 
Delicate yet distinctive bouquet of fine aromas.  On the palate the wine develops an
intense fruity and flowery taste.

€4.50

CARAFE (1 LITRE) €13.90



ROSE WINES

Prices include all  legal surcharges and VAT

RED WINES

GRENACHE, SHIRAZ, VAMVAKADA, XYNISTERI (DRY) 
RODINOS, TSIAKKAS - PITSILIA, LIMASSOL
Peach and nectarine aromas accompanied with notes of strawberries, cherries and roses.
Crispy acidity with a lingering aftertaste. 

€21.50

CABERNET FRANC, LEFKADA (DRY) 
ROSE, ZAMBARTAS - AGIOS AMVROSIOS, LIMASSOL
Expressive aromas of red fruits, pomegranate and roses, a luscious flavour and long after taste.
A seriously good aperitif on its own. 

€29.90

GRENACHE, SHIRAZ (DRY) 
KYPEROUNTA ROSE - KYPEROUNTA, LIMASSOL
Intense rose color. Favors of sour cherry, black cherry and vibrant 
strawberries. Rich with a lively acidity and long lasting aftertaste. 

€18.90

BAGA, RUFETE, TINTA BARROCA, TOURIGA FRANCA (DRY) 
MATEUS ROSE, ANTÓNIO BRAGA, PORTUGAL
Intense bouquet and all the joviality of young wines. In the mouth, it is a well 
balanced and tempting wine, complemented by a soft and slightly fizzy finish.

€15.50

MAVRO (MED-SWEET) 
SANTA MARINA, KAMANTERENA - STROUMBI, PAPHOS
Fresh and fruity Medium Sweet Rose wine, bright and zesty, full of an exploding 
aromatic character, and well balanced taste.

€14.90

GRENACHE, SHIRAZ, MATTARO (DRY)
LEVANDA, CONSTANTINOU - PERA PEDI, LIMASSOL  (18.75CL) 
A fresh wine which is very easy to drink with notes of fresh fruity aromas.

€4.50

BLEND OF CYPRIOT AND INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES (MED-SWEET)
ROSE, SAINT ANTONIOS - OMODOS, LIMASSOL  (18.75CL) 
Full-flavored, with a delightful sweetness and softness of fruit it has a rich aromatic
expression with a sensuous fragrance. 

€4.50

BLEND OF CYPRIOT AND INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES (MED-SWEET)
RED, SAINT ANTONIOS - OMODOS, LIMASSOL  (18.75CL) 
Soft on the palate with gently mellow taste and a perfumed finish this vibrant wine
is assertive with robust but not tough tannins.

€4.50

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, GRENACHE, SHIRAZ, LEFKADA (DRY) 
ANDESITIS, KYPEROUNTA - KYPEROUNTA, LIMASSOL
Lively purple color. Aromas of green peppercorn and red fruit notes .

€18.90

SYRAH, CAB. SAUVIGNON, LEFKADA, CAB. FRANC, MERLOT, MARATHEFTIKO (DRY) 
AGIOS ONOUFRIOS, VASILIKON - KATHIKAS, PAPHOS
Deep purple colour, vivid aroma, fruity taste and a perfumed long aftertaste.

€17.90

SHIRAZ (DRY) 
SHIRAZ, VLASSIDES -  KILANI, VOUNI & PACHNA - LIMASSOL
Deep ruby color with aromas of black raspberry, licorice, white pepper, tobacco. 
Balanced acidity with round tannins.

€29.90

MARATHEFTIKO (DRY) 
MARATHEFTIKO, ARGYRIDES -  VASA KILANIOU, LIMASSOL
Intense deep purple color with strong violet hints, rich aromas of ripe dark fruits, a built-in oak 
character with a spicy background. Good density savory palate, refined tannin and spicy fruits. 

€36.50

MERLOT, SHIRAZ, AGIORGITIKO (DRY) 
PORFYROS, TSIAKKAS - PITSILIA, LIMASSOL
Medium-bodied red wine blend of Merlot, Shiraz and Agiorgitiko, grown organically
in high-altitude mountain vineyards on the island of Cyprus. It displays rich yet elegant
flavours of plum, dark chocolate, and coffee. 

€21.50

CABERNET SAUVIGNON (DRY) 
METHY, VASILIKON - KATHIKAS, PAPHOS
Deep red colour, aromatic complexity of green pepper, caper and red fruits against an
oaked background. Deep taste and strong balanced tannins.

€25.50

CABERNET FRANC , CABERNET SAUVIGNON , MERLOT (DRY) 
BORDEAUX, CHATEAU ALEXANDRE - BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Ruby   color with purplish reflections. Aromas of blueberries and blackcurrants 
with hints of pepper and spices. Delicate with pleasant tannins. The finish is juicy.

€19.50

Rich and complex bouquet, fruitiness, unique body, soft tannins, and deep color. 
Spicy notes, reminiscent of cinnamon, and cloves are present in the finish. 

AGIORGITIKO (DRY)
AGIORGITIKO, HELLENIC CELLARS - NEMEA, GREECE (18.75CL) €4.50

A well-balanced fresh wine with some organoleptic notes of an aged wine.
Organoleptic character with some buttery flavors and aromas.

SHIRAZ, GRENACHE, MATTARO AND CABERNET SAUVIGNON (DRY)
VELOUDO, CONSTANTINOU - PERA PEDI, LIMASSOL (18.75CL) €4.50

CARAFE (50CL) €7.90

CARAFE (1 LITRE) €13.90



BEERS & CIDERS - BOTTLE

ALFA

SOL

SOMMERSBY APPLE CIDER

KEO 

LEON

CARLSBERG

€2.90

€3.90

€4.50

33cl

€2.90

€2.90

€2.90

€3.90

€3.90

€3.90

63cl

KOPPARBERG CIDER €4.50

50cl

FRESH ORANGE JUICE

COLD DRINKS

€3.90

JUICES - ORANGE OR APPLE €2.50

WATER 50cl €1.50

WATER 1ltr €2.50
SPARKLING WATER 25cl €3.50
ICE TEA LEMON OR PEACH €2.50

SOFT DRINKS €2.50

HOT BEVERAGES

NESCAFE €2.90

ESPRESSO €2.90

TEA €2.90

CYPRUS COFFEE €1.50

SPIRITS 5cl 20cl

BRANDY KEO V.S.O.P €3.90

BRANDY METAXA €5.90

OUZO PLOMARI €3.90 €12.90

OUZO BARBAYANNI €13.50

OUZO BABATZIM €14.90

ZIVANIA KEO, LOEL €3.90 €12.90

TSIPOURO AGIONERI €12.90

TSIPOURO IDONIKO €14.90

* MIXER 25 cl   €1.50

WHISKEY - VODKA

ORDINARY

PREMIUM

€4.50

€5.50

5cl

€15.90

€19.90

20cl

€22.90

€31.90

35cl

Prices include all  legal surcharges and VAT

MAGAZAKI
CHAR - GRILL GOODNESS

+357 23 743 777

MagazakiKebabHouse

to_magazaki_kappari

44 Kennedy Ave. 5290
Kapparis - Paralimni


